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Abstract 
Discussions of “styles in mathematics” have a long history. They are not necessarily 
nonsensical, but quite often they have had either nationalistic overtones or have 
reflected popular misunderstanding of mathematics. 
It was reserved to the dictatorial regime of the German Nazis after 1933 that such 
pseudo-scientific talk about a “German mathematics”, which was allegedly superior 
at least for teaching “German students”, was supported even by some able 
mathematicians such as Ludwig Bieberbach. They used it to systematically 
discriminate against “foreign” and “Jewish” mathematics and to support the 
persecution of colleagues, in singular cases with deadly consequences. In addition to 
devastating emigration the foundation of a journal with the same name “Deutsche 
Mathematik” (1936) was another consequence of Nazi rule, which in the end 
damaged the development of German mathematical teaching and research. 



Various meanings and reasons for discussing «styles of mathematics» during 

history 

 

- Styles of presentation and teaching (logico-deductive versus intuitive-inductive) 

- Styles of research (arithmetical-logical versus geometrical-intuitive approach) 

- Pure versus applied mathematics, existence proofs versus constructive proofs 

- Competition between mathematical schools, both national and international 

- Nationalistic and philosophical predilection and prejudice 

- Public resentment against mathematics, nurtured by individual experiences at 

school 





This quote (1894) from Felix Klein, the great Göttingen 
mathematician, has often be cited as a “proof” for Klein’s 
“racism”, although the modern reader should read the 
juxtaposition of “naive” and “critical” rather as a proof of 
philosemitism, which of course can be classified as racism 
as well. However, Klein thought more about the balance 
of methods within mathematics. 



To understand the obsession 
with “race” and “talent” we 
should think about Felix 
Klein’s 1909 seminar in 
Göttingen on “Mathematics 
and psychology” where 
German-Jewish 
mathematicians such as 
Felix Bernstein actively  took 
part and where 
anthropological conditions 
were also discussed. 
(Left publication in Notices 
AMS 2007] 



The bio-logical metaphor - German mathematics regenerated by new 

blood (Bluterneuerung) - makes it clear that for Klein, unlike Jaensch 

and Bieberbach, this inter-mixture of Teutonic and Semitic peoples was 

a sign of health, not disease, in German society.  (Rowe 441) 

David Rowe in ISIS 1986 among other 

things on Klein’s policy of mathematical 

appointments in Göttingen around 1900 



Émile Picard in “ L’histoire des sciences et les prétentions de la 
science allemande” 1916: 
“It is a strange aberration that the German race claims to be 
the only one in the world to contribute to the scientific 
development of mankind. It is a collective dementia which 
pushes the German people like a chosen people charged by its 
God to direct the world.” 

The French physicist, mathematician and philosopher of science 
Duhem wrote 1915 in  “Quelques Reflexions sur la Science 
allemande”: 

“The German spirit (l’esprit allemand) is basically geometrical. The 
German does not have the esprit de finesse. … The geometrical 
spirit gives shape to a building which has been constructed before 
by the (French) inventive spirit (esprit de finesse).” 

Pierre Maurice Marie Duhem (1861-1916)  

Emile 

Picard 

(1856-

1941) 



“Let us consider that we as mathematicians stand on the highest pinnacle of the cultivation of the 
exact sciences. We have no other choice than to assume this highest place, because all limits, 
especially national ones, are contrary to the nature of mathematics. It is a complete 
misunderstanding of our science to construct differences according to peoples and races, and the 
reasons for which this has been done are very shabby ones. … 
Mathematics knows no races ... For mathematics, the whole cultural world is a single country.’”  

[Online at The 
Mathematical 
Intelligencer, 
forthcoming in 
2016] 



Ludwig Bieberbach (1886- 1982) – student of both Klein and Hilbert – was a 
renowned function-theorist and geometer. His Habilitation (1911/12) on groups of 
Euclidean motions was a first important step towards the solution of Hilbert’s 
eighteenth problem. The concrete reasons and circumstances of Bieberbach’s 
conversion to National Socialism, which he considered with scepticism before 1933, 
to say the least, are not yet fully known. In 1934, as managing editor of he 
Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathematiker- Vereinigung, Bieberbach published an 
“open letter” against the Danish mathematician Harald Bohr, who had criticized 
Bieberbach’s racist theories in mathematics (called Deutsche Mathematik). Because 
Bieberbach published this open letter without the consent of his co- editors he was 
criticized at a meeting of the DMV in Bad Pyrmont and had to resign his position. He 
lived a much longer life than many victims of the regime he once supported. But he 
did not live long enough to see the proof of his famous conjecture (1916) concerning 
coefficients of schlicht functions established by Louis de Branges in 1984.  



Source: H. Lindner (1980) and others 



Ludwig Bieberbach 

(1886-1982) 
Bieberbach’s attack on Edmund Landau (1877-1938) who’s 
lectures had been boycotted by Nazi students in Göttingen 



Quote from Bieberbach: “Personality Structure and Mathematical Creativity” 
(1934) – previous slide 

 
“A few months ago differences with the Göttingen student body put an end to 
the teaching activities of Herr Landau. . . . This should be seen as a prime 
example of the fact that representatives of overly different races do not mix as 
students and teachers. . . . The instinct of the Göttingen students was that 
Landau was a type who handled things in an un-German manner. … 
 
Which value π has, and what π has to do with the number known from school, 
what Landau’s sine and cosine have to  with the well-known function of the 
same name, all this is not explained by Landau ” 



Probably the best description of this mathematical style can be found in Landau’s 
obituary by Konrad Knopp (1882-1957), the first student of Landau’s. In this obituary 
in the Jahresbericht of the DMV, which could only appear in 1951 after the fall of the 
Nazi regime, one reads: 
 
“His ‘Introduction into the elementary and analytical theory of algebraic numbers’ 
(1918) reveals the new style of the older Landau, who has now matured to the final 
way of thought and creation. It is this way of presentation, which as ‘Landau style’ 
has become exemplary for many, that is rejected as exaggerated by some. Avoiding 
any superfluous, even any not strictly necessary word, it instantaneously presents 
definition 1, definition 2, theorem 1, proof, theorem 2 […] and leaves it to the reader 
to understand for themselves the general ideas behind the argument. […] This 
‘Landau style’ is on the one hand very impersonal and objective. It lets the facts 
speak for themselves; the inner experience has to recede. On the other hand, 
however, the Landau style is so closely connected to the person of its originator that 
it cannot be ‘imitated,’ as much as it has served as an example for English 
mathematical literature and will certainly still have future influence everywhere.” 



“The creative notion of National-Socialist 
world view is based on the polarity of soul 
and reason, which is denied by exact 
science of liberalistic origin. Professor 
Lindemann (1882) has therefore 
consequentially expelled the problem of the 
squaring of the circle from the realm of 
tasks of liberal science. The bankruptcy of 
the latter has thus been clearly formulated 
already back then.” 
 
Max Köhler, leader of the alliance for 
German Culture 



Bieberbach was concerned that his own racist theories could be misunderstood 

and misused for purposes that were too utilitarian. Therefore he remarked in 

the same talk, which contained the attacks at Landau, also:  

 

“To prove the importance of mathematics for the people one refers quite often 

to the applications which figured prominently in Klein’s reforms. It seems to me 

. . . that mathematics is an emanation of our racial qualities too and anything 

which reveals our national character in a forceful manner requires no 

additional justification.” 

 





Godfrey 
Harold Hardy 
(1877-1947) 



Philipp Lenard (1862 -1947) Johannes Stark (1874-1957) 



Neugebauer’s appearance on the International Congress for Mathematicians in Oslo 1936  

 

On July 14, 1936, there appeared in ”Arbeiderbladet” a report on the congress entitled  

”700 famous mathematicians: lightning interviews on the expanding universe, what 

cuneiform tablets from Ur can tell us and many other things. America the leading 

country in the area of mathematics – thanks to Nazism” 

Not surprisingly one of the lightning-interviewees was Otto Neugebauer. 

One excerpt from the interview: 

        ” Why is it that the Babylonians were mathematically so talented? 

Neugebauer’s answer is the following: 

“Probably due to the special bland of different peoples down there. The Babylonians built 

on the Sumerian culture, which the English have investigated so thoroughly with the 

excavations at Ur, of which you presumably have heard.” 

 

It is difficult not to read this as indirect commentary on Bieberbach! 



”Neugebauer is a short 
blond German, who has 
become homeless as 
many others in Germany, 
but has been received 
with open arms in 
Copenhagen, where he 
works together with 
famous scientists such as 
the brothers Bohr. Now 
he talks Danish like a 
national.” 

Neugebauer during the interview with ”Arbeiderbladet” 



Theodor Vahlen (1869-1945): mathematician and 
Nazi functionary in the ministry for universities 



Oswald Teichmüller (1913-1943) was one of the most brilliant young 

German mathematicians during the period of the “Third Reich”. He is 

the founder of the so called “Teichmüller-theory”, disclosing deep 

connections between Riemann surfaces and quasiconformal mappings. 

His work, influential as it was at least since a publication of L.Ahlfors’ 

in 1953, did not get full recognition until very recently. This is partly 

due to the fact that many papers of Teichmüller's were published in 

the Nazi-journal “Deutsche Mathematik”; it is partly a result of the 

vague and intuitive formulation of some of Teichmüller’s theorems and 

conjectures. 

T.s letter dated Nov.3, 1933, which he wrote in “explanation” of the anti-Semitic boycott of Edmund Landau’s 
lectures to the great Göttingen number theorist:  

“I do not want to raise difficulties because you are a Jew, it is simply in order to 
protect the students of the second semester from being instructed in calculus by a 
racially totally alien teacher." 





It was indicative of Bieberbach’s waning influence that in 
1939 Perron, mathematics professor in Munich, could 
publish within Germany an ironic allusion to 
Bieberbach’s ‘Deutsche Mathematik’. He did so in the 
second edition (1939) of his book Irrationalzahlen 
‘Irrational numbers’ (1920), alluding to Bieberbach’s 
review (1924) of the first edition of 1920. Back then, 
before his sympathies for the Nazis had developed, B. 
had criticized Perron for basing the definition of real 
numbers on Dedekind’s ‘cuts’ while B. preferred the 
Cantor–Méray theory of real numbers. Georg Cantor, the 
German founder of set theory, was generally considered 
to be Jewish, while Charles Robert Méray, was obviously 
French and thus also ‘un-German’. 



Now, in 1939, Perron alluded to Bieberbach’s 
review and ‘defended’ his own preference for 
the undoubtedly ‘German’ Dedekind, who 
happened to be the true spiritual mentor to 
the ‘Jewish’ algebraist Emmy Noether, with the 
following words: 
“A warning from such competent side must not 
be ignored without serious reasons, the more 
so since its importance has recently much 
increased due to the well-known research on 
the J- and S-type of mathematicians.  
[However …] 

“I believe a German who has the choice between a German product and an equally 

beautiful and valuable product of foreign origin should be allowed to follow his heart and 

to prefer the German one because it is German.” (Perron 1939, vi) 

[Viggo Brun in Norsk Matematisk Tidsskrift 1939]: 



Post War apologia in general: 

 

Many mathematicians who had opposed Bieberbach’s “German mathematics” at 

least internally, interpreted this refusal retrospectively as “resistance against the 

Nazi regime” although Bieberbach’s theories were less and less supported by the 

regime itself, when it pragmatically began to rely on the mathematics during the 

war and when the same “resisting” mathematicians were often actively involved 

in war research. 

 



Bieberbach’s own reactions after the war were contradictory: 
  
In one of his first letters after having been released from detention B. wrote to 
Konrad Knopp on 13 June 1946: 

“I deny that my theories were a contribution to National Socialism. After all, 
the ironic refusal which they found both in Germany and abroad cannot be 
considered as support for NS.” 

[So much for ‘logical thinking’, to which also mathematicians, like ordinary human 
beings, are able when personal issues and interests are at stake!] 
 
Later, a written declaration at the University of Basel in February 1949, after having 
had opportunity in Switzerland for scientific work for the first time again, he said: 

“I have deplored those theories for a long time. They were a play with the fire 
and served masking criminal and demagogic aims.” 



Instrumentalization of Deutsche Mathematik at a later political turn (fall of the Iron 
Curtain): 
A leading East German mathematician, in a 1992 article entitled "The Situation of 
Mathematics and Mathematicians in the Former GDR," wrote the following about the 
Communications of the Mathematical Society of the GDR: 

“They contain many highly valuable review articles . . . which are not known outside 
the GDR, though they deserve to be. But there are also politically saturated articles, 
which are sometimes even more embarrassing than what one finds in [the journal] 
Deutsche Mathematik: resolutions of the SED party congresses, Honecker quotes, and 
similar canonizedblather.” 

It is not surprising that a mathematician prefers the professional articles to the political 
ones. But when he compares the journal Deutsche Mathematik, edited by the Nazi 
Bieberbach, positively to the Communications, one should take a look at the political 
articles the former ran. Among them was Draeger’s “Mathematics and Race” and other 
related concoctions, next to which all resolutions of SED party congresses seem rather 
harmless. (Note that the mathematician in question was interested in Teichmüller!) 
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